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     On March 29, 2009 I became a whistle-blower.  My coming forward initiated the 

federal criminal investigation into the capture and death of North America’s only known 

resident jaguar, Macho B.

     Immediately I lost my job and my character was attacked.  I would later lose 

relationships, my dreams, my belief in the power of the truth, in people, and in the 

justice system.  Eventually I would also lose some of my rights as I became a defendant 

in the very case I began.  Over the course of this two year nightmare, I slowly died.  I 

became stuck in anger.  My being became numb and lacked the volition to do anything.  

Stress dominated my mind and then overcame my body.  The culmination was a trip to 

the emergency room, twice in one day, for asthma attacks that left me so breathless I 

couldn’t speak.  Financially destitute, I was stuck in an Arizona border town with a 

population of twelve.  Pushed to the edge of Arizona and civilization, I couldn’t even 

continue south into Sonora.  Deemed a flight risk because I had no family in Arizona, my 

passport was taken away by the judicial system and I needed the court’s permission to 

cross Arizona state lines.  I dreamt of revenge.  

     Revenge against my former bosses, Jack Childs and Emil McCain.  Individuals 

whom were deceitful and cowardly in the Macho B investigation.  Revenge against 

McCain’s father, Jim, whom provided the script for his son to defame my character.  

Revenge against the two agencies, Arizona Game and Fish Department (AZGFD) and 

United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), whom were culpable in Macho B’s 
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capture and death but refused to accept responsibility or express remorse for their 

actions.  Revenge against the Arizona U.S. Attorney’s Office for prosecuting me 

because everyone else had been granted immunity.  I was consumed with hate and 

thus I let all the people whom I despised take away my very being.  I no longer 

recognized myself, I no longer existed.

     I had contacted Tony Davis of the Arizona Daily Star because information concerning 

Macho B’s capture was being withheld from the public.  I wanted that information public 

to ensure the protection of the next jaguar.  The public had been told Macho B’s capture 

was unintentional and accordingly labeled, “accidental.”  According to AZGFD, during 

the course of their federally funded lion and bear snaring project, Macho B was caught 

in a snare not intended for jaguars.  This was where I was privy to different information.

     In 2009, I had worked for two years as a field technician for Borderlands Jaguar 

Detection Project (BJDP).  The five years previous I was a volunteer for the project.  

BJDP was tasked with monitoring Arizona for jaguar presence on behalf of the Jaguar 

Conservation Team (JAGCT) a group lead by AZGFD and New Mexico Game and Fish 

in partnership with USFWS.  BJDP personnel conducted surveys to locate physical 

evidence such as jaguar tracks, scrapes, scat, kills and hair.  We also checked out 

possible jaguar sightings for verification.  But the main source of jaguar documentation 

were the photographs captured by the heat and motion sensor game cameras.  All 

jaguar documentation was reported to AZGFD and USFWS personnel responsible for 

jaguar conservation in Arizona and New Mexico, which in reality meant the whole of the 

United States since the two states were the only ones in the union with modern and 

verifiable sightings of the species.  BJDP had cameras established in several mountain 
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ranges in southern Arizona, including the Atascosas.  The cameras located in the 

Atascosa Mountains had been monitored since 1999 and had captured the first image 

of a jaguar, Macho A (Male A in Spanish) for the BJDP/JAGCT project in 2001.  There 

were three canyons in the Atascosas where Macho B had been consistently 

documented since he was first detected in the area in 2004.  This continual detection of 

Macho B, through tracks located by BJDP personnel and photographs taken by the 

BJDP cameras, established that the area was apart of Macho B’s territory.

     In October 2008 my supervisor from BJDP, Emil McCain, became a sub-contractor 

for AZGFD’s bear and lion project.  He was responsible for choosing the snare sites and   

would participate in the capture, handling, and collaring of the animals.  McCain chose 

snare sites in the BJDP study area.  Specifically, several snares were placed near 

BJDP cameras established around the town of Patagonia and in the Atascosa 

Mountains.  There is no evidence McCain was ever given a directive by our BJDP boss, 

Jack Childs, AZGFD, or USFWS to not place snares in any area where Macho B or 

other jaguars had been detected.  Contrary to what was reported in the media, there 

were many places that fit the AZGFD study’s goal of snaring animals close to the border 

where a jaguar had not been detected by BJDP personnel or cameras.  McCain’s 

chosen snare sites in the Atascosa Mountains, primarily, Penasco Canyon, combined 

with his telling me he chose those sites in hopes of capturing a jaguar lead me to 

believe that a jaguar was also a target species of the AZGFD project.  In addition, I was 

present when McCain and his AZGFD coworker on the snaring project, Thorry Smith, 

discussed proper drugs and dosages for a jaguar capture and McCain briefed Smith on 

what to expect in a jaguar capture.  On that day, February 4, 2009, we were all in the 
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Atascosas to check BJDP cameras and so McCain could show Smith where the AZGFD 

snares were located.  The day before, McCain retrieved three new pictures of Macho B 

from one camera site in the Tumacacori Mountains, less than a dozen crow miles from 

the camera and snare sites in the Atascosas.  At the first camera site Smith, McCain, 

and I visited, Smith re-activated an AZGFD snare about twelve feet away from the 

BJDP camera.  This was how I found out that snares were going to be re-opened this 

day.  Considering the new photos of Macho B retrieved the day before, the last one of 

Macho B heading in this direction, south, it was obvious to me that Macho B had just 

jumped to the top of the snaring wish list.  I asked McCain several questions about 

Macho B’s health, age, and the safety of snaring him.  As an afterthought I asked if 

there were permits for everything, which included snaring Macho B and the jaguar scat 

McCain was directing me to place in front of BJDP cameras, including this one within 

feet of a snare.  He told me there were permits and Smith said nothing to the contrary.  

Jaguar scat had been sought after by McCain and granted to him by the Phoenix and 

Tucson Zoos to be placed in front of the cameras to lure a jaguar in for a photograph.  

Based on my experience with scat and Macho B it didn’t work (when scat was 

introduced in an area where Macho B had been consistently documented he 

disappeared for almost three months).

     Four BJDP cameras were checked this day and one picture of Macho B was 

retrieved.  Four AZGFD snares were opened this day by Smith and McCain, three of 

those were in Penasco Canyon.  Before the last snare was opened and the last camera 

was checked, McCain directed me to save some scat for a snare.  While McCain and 
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Smith re-activated the last snare McCain directed me to place the remaining scat out.  I 

did as I was told.  Two weeks later Macho B was found caught in this snare.

     When McCain called to inform me Macho B had been captured my heart sank.  

When he told me at which snare Macho B had been caught I was shattered.  I had been 

following Macho B’s footsteps since 1999 when I turned a bend on a hiking trail and 

encountered his silhouette in the twilight.  Our meeting placed me on the path to 

becoming a big cat researcher.  Macho B had given my life purpose and the journey I 

took in search of another glimpse of him lead to many solitary days in remote, beautiful 

lands where I encountered such a diversity of life that I felt like one of the luckiest 

people on earth.  Macho B was instrumental in my wildlife and wildlands education.  I 

considered him my teacher and the greatest influence on my life.  And yet, I did not do 

everything in my power to ensure he would remain untouched and unharmed by 

humans.  I arrogantly felt like I knew him so well I could predict he would not return to 

the Atascosas so soon after his last visit.  I turned the data that showed scat did not lure 

him into an absolute.  I did not set the snares off every day to ensure he could never be 

captured.

     Several days after his capture I went to where Macho B had been tethered to a 

mesquite tree for an unknown amount of time.  The bark of the tree was shredded with 

claw marks and gouged with his bites.  It was clear Macho B had fought hard against 

the heavy cable that had been wrapped around his front, left wrist.  

     I received email updates from McCain whom besides his father and Jack Childs was 

the only one with access to the information Macho B’s satellite collar was transmitting.  

The emails never changed after the first day.  Macho B was not moving.  The following 
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week, a friend and I hiked into the canyon that would become Macho B’s tomb.  I left 

Macho B five steaks baking in the sun hoping he would smell them and feed.   Before 

we left I located Macho B’s tracks and noticed the paw that was caught in the snare 

seemed splayed out in his track.  I hovered over his tracks whispering my apologies and 

hopes that he would recover.  In my being I heard his whimpers of pain and knew he 

would die.

     A few days later Macho B was re-captured, medevaced to the Phoenix Zoo, and 

euthanized, all in under five hours.  He had been diagnosed with irreversible kidney 

failure.

     In the days and weeks following Macho B’s death there were press releases, PR 

statements, and a news conference.  At no time were the following facts reported:  1)

Snares for the AZGFD project had been placed in Macho B’s territory by the biologist for 

BJDP and had been reactivated after Macho B’s presence was detected within the 

vicinity of the snares.  2) AZGFD and USFWS personnel were informed by McCain, per 

BJDP’s endangered species permit, of Macho B’s recent presence near the snares.  

This included the GPS coordinates and mountain range names of the latest photos of 

Macho B and a series of his tracks located on the AZGFD snare trap line by McCain, 

Smith, and their AZGFD coworker Michelle Crabb on February 5.    

     I made the decision to come forward after reading an article published in the Arizona 

Daily Star entitled, “Did Macho B have to die?”  The article focused on the findings from 

the University of Arizona diagnostic lab after they analyzed Macho B’s kidney tissue.  

Their conclusion was that Macho B did not have kidney failure but was more likely 

suffering from dehydration.  There were statements in the article given by an AZGFD 
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employee whom was attempting to spin the results and cast doubt on the lab’s 

professionalism and reliability.  That was my breaking point.  I was so tired of all the 

spin, manipulation of a version of the truth, and chest beating from the agencies and 

their employees.  If they wouldn’t speak the truth then I would.  

     When I contacted Tony Davis I thought I was just exposing a government cover-up.  

It wasn’t until speaking with him and his co-writer, Tim Stellar, that I learned there might 

not have been permits in place to intentionally go after and capture Macho B or any 

other jaguar.  Now the legal implications were introduced to me.

     Davis and Stellar focused on the scat being placed at the BJDP cameras and at the 

AZGFD snare that caught Macho B.  McCain vehemently denied the use of scat at the 

cameras and snares.  Smith would later lie to federal investigators and his own agency 

about the use of scat.  In fact, McCain and Smith would meet to conspire to cover-up 

the use of scat anywhere in the vicinity of the snares.  The day before the article was 

printed it was announced a federal investigation into Macho B’s snaring and death 

would be spearheaded by USFWS at Representative Raul Grijalva’s request.     

     Because McCain and Smith lied about the usage of scat a he said/she said scenario 

was born.  This was the focus of the investigators’ questions when interviewing me.  

Over the next year I would meet with the agents six times, speak with them on the 

phone the same amount, and turned over everything in my possession that had to do 

with Macho B, scat, and BJDP.  This included BJDP equipment, leftover jaguar scat, 

over a dozen discs full of photos from the BJDP cameras and emails.  McCain and 

Childs refused to cooperate with the investigation.   AZGFD and USFWS employees 

questioned in the case were granted the Garrity Warning by the federal agents in 
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charge of the investigation and by AZGFD in their internal investigation.  The Garrity 

Warning granted them immunity from prosecution.  This ensured the only people whom 

might be prosecuted in this case would be McCain and myself.  I was not considered an 

AZGFD employee and had not sought legal representation until I was charged.  AZGFD 

had severed their ties with McCain claiming he was not an employee, sub-contractor, or 

even a volunteer at the time when the snares were re-activated in February precluding 

him from the privilege of receiving Garrity.  This was odd considering he participated in 

opening the snares, assisted Smith by making preparations for a jaguar capture and 

was responsible for determining when Macho B should be re-captured.  In addition, 

McCain was responsible for jaguar research on behalf of JAGCT through his biologist 

duties on BJDP (so was I as the field tech for BJDP).  Nonetheless, AZGFD disowned 

him.

     As predicted, McCain was charged with the take violation of the Endangered Species 

Act.  He plead guilty in exchange for five years probation and no employment with 

jaguars or big cats in the United States during that time (in the end he was granted 

immunity by the US Attorneys Office).  But this punishment would have no immediate 

affect on McCain since he had a job waiting for him in Spain thanks to a friend.  McCain 

would be working with the most endangered cat in the world, the Iberian Lynx.

     Smith was fired from AZGFD for speaking with McCain after the Macho B 

investigation began disobeying the gag order AZGFD higher-ups had put on their 

employees.

     Next, I was charged with the same Endangered Species Act violation as McCain.  I 

plead not guilty in a courtroom full of shackled and chained alleged illegal immigrants.  I 
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was fingerprinted and my picture was taken.  I was assigned a pre-trial officer whom I 

would report to on a monthly basis.  She would also visit my home every two months to 

make sure I was complying with the rules.  I was ordered to take random drug tests, 

surrender my passport, and not leave Arizona without the court’s permission.  I was also 

tasked with seeking consistent employment and keeping a record of my job search.  

The bars of this cage would remain until my case was resolved.  

     The Assistant U.S. Attorney (AUSA) in charge of prosecuting the case gave me a 

three day deadline to decide on a plea deal.  He was offering me three years probation  

with no employment with jaguars or big cats during that time in the United States.  I said 

no in under three seconds.  Several weeks later I was charged with conspiracy. 

     The next twelve months were the hardest and longest in my life.  The AUSA was 

taking his time getting the disclosure documents to my attorney so preparation of my 

defense was initially stalled.  My trial was delayed several times for various reasons 

including a motion to dismiss filed by my attorney.  The premise of the motion asked; if 

there were permits in place for Macho B’s capture why was I being charged with 

Endangered Species Act violations? (AZGFD and USFWS maintained that AZGFD had 

a permit to intentionally and unintentionally capture a jaguar.  This statement was 

bolstered in June 2010 when USFWS amended AZGFD’s permit to include language 

that granted the authorization to intentionally capture a jaguar).  That motion was not 

granted as it was ruled there was a permit in place when Macho B was captured but 

whether I or the intentional capture of Macho B were covered under the authority of that 

permit would have to be decided by a jury. 
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     I acted as a legal assistant on my case and read every word of the disclosure 

documents.  This was when my anger escalated.   There were pictures of Macho B; 

drugged, dying, and waiting to be transported to the Phoenix Zoo with the personnel 

involved in his re-capture.  The people all had big smiles on their faces and looked like 

trophy hunters posing with their prey.  I read descriptions of Macho B’s condition from 

his re-capture and discovered his rear, left leg (the one hit with the tranquilizer dart on 

the initial capture) was black in color and felt like “bubble wrap.”  It was later determined 

he had an infection in this leg rendering it septic.  I read Macho B’s necropsy report, 

saw pictures of the canine he broke off to the root while chewing at the cable snare.  I 

learned of the javelina tooth found embedded in his tail and that both his rear legs had 

moderate muscle atrophy.   I discovered the drug used to anesthetize him on the initial 

capture was stored in the body fat and could have re-drugged him at any point.  I found 

out why his blood was never analyzed for diseases.  Smith, whom collared Macho B, 

had never drawn blood from a cat before and didn’t know how to properly store it.  And I 

learned that McCain, Smith, and Crabb placed another snare in Penasco Canyon.  This 

one was activated on top of the tracks they found belonging to Macho B.  He had 

actually walked through this snare but was not caught because the equipment had been 

tampered with, presumably by illegal immigrants.  Macho B continued down the trail and 

was caught at the next snare.

     Macho B suffered a slow and agonizing death.  In addition to the septic leg, possible 

hallucinations from being re-narced, a broken canine exposed to the root and loss of 

mobility in his hind legs, he lost over twenty pounds in the twelve days he had a collar 

wrapped around his neck.  He was dehydrated and his stomach was empty.  I was 
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nauseated that I did nothing to prevent such a horrible and inhumane capture to an 

animal I claimed to respect.  I am horrified that AZGFD and USFWS have not been held 

accountable for their sloppy, inexperienced, and inhumane animal capture and handling 

protocols.  Snares were only checked once a day, in the morning.  There was no audio 

transmitter at the snares so personnel could know exactly when an animal was caught.  

Smith and Crabb, whom collared Macho B, were inexperienced in animal handling and 

had no animal care or veterinarian experience.  There was no vet or support team on 

site.  Despite Macho B barely moving since he was collared AZGFD waited eleven days 

to send in a team to get a visual on Macho B and by then it was too late.  AZGFD waited 

eleven days because they allowed McCain to dictate when a visual or re-capture should 

take place.  McCain’s experience with snaring and interpreting radio collar data did not 

warrant the trust AZGFD placed in him to make that kind of decision.  And considering 

Macho B was the only known resident jaguar in North America, and a very old cat 

whose age was estimated to be at least fifteen years, I do not understand why snares 

were ever placed in his territory to begin with and why so many chances were taken 

with his life.   And I certainly did not come to comprehend how justice would ever be 

served in Macho B’s case if AZGFD and USFWS personnel were never prosecuted or 

at least held accountable for their involvement in Macho B’s capture and death.  At the 

least, both agencies should have answered for not doing their mandatory checklists that 

are required by law to ensure that any activity funded by federal money and taking place 

in an endangered species habitat does not affect said endangered species.  For AZGFD 

that checklist is called an Environmental Assessment.  On the federal side, it is called a 

Section 7 consultation and is required under the Endangered Species Act.  I guess 
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snares in jaguar habitat, and Macho B’s territory, didn’t meet their standards for affecting 

the endangered jaguar and so neither checklist was undertaken.

     The nauseating thing is that these people are still employed and involved in jaguar 

conservation for Arizona, some working on the new critical habitat and recovery plans 

for the jaguar.  It was just infuriating to read AZGFD and USFWS employees’ emails 

and internal memos that implicated them and then read their interview transcripts that 

were so full of contradictions and b.s.  I wanted to expose these bastards and I thought 

my trial would be the way.

     But as the months went by and I was further educated in the legal system I began to 

understand that my trial would be about the he said/she said scenario, scat, and the 

permit.  That’s it.  

     Ten months into the case my lawyer and I were once again preparing for trial when 

the AUSA offered me Diversion.  In exchange for my admitting that I was directed to 

place jaguar scat at the snare that caught Macho B I would receive one year “lite” 

probation.  This included informing pre-trial services of where I was living and working 

and not working with jaguar or big cats during this time in the United States.  I would 

also be required to further assist USFWS in their investigation.  My attorney requested 

that if I agreed to Diversion the charges against me would be dropped immediately.  

Traditionally, the charges are dropped after the successful completion of the Diversion 

period.  The AUSA agreed with the stipulation that charges could be re-filed against me 

if I broke the law during the Diversion period.  The final hurdle was the Statement of 

Fact I was required to swear to in court.  We went around and around with the AUSA 

about the wording and interpretation of this statement.  In the end both sides agreed to 
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the following interpretation:  I was directed to place jaguar scat near a snare site in an 

effort to capture Macho B (the director, McCain, was attempting to capture Macho B, not 

I, the directee).  That I was aware of Macho B’s presence in the area (yes) and the 

snares were set for the purpose of capturing lions and bears (the word solely was 

removed from this sentence to reflect that I had been lead to believe a jaguar was also 

a target species).  Macho B was caught at this snare (yes); and there was no permit or 

authorization for the capture (reflecting the AUSA’s belief, and my current one, but not 

addressing that I had been told the opposite at the time).    

     It took two months to get the Diversion particulars squared away.  I had to be 

interviewed and accepted into Diversion and bureaucratic paperwork needed to be filled 

out.   I had already decided to move back east when this hell was over so I was anxious 

to get out of Arizona which stretched the two months into an eternity.  I was exhausted, 

frustrated, and broke.  

     Finally, on May 12, 2011 I entered a courtroom and swore to the Statement of Fact in 

front of family and friends.  The Endangered Species Act violations were dropped but I 

still had to go to the Marshal’s office and be re-fingerprinted and my picture taken again 

for my very own FBI file.  This file remains active until I successfully complete Diversion.  

That same day the U.S. Attorney’s office announced the Macho B investigation was 

closed and no one else would be charged due to lack of evidence.  I left Arizona on May 

16.

     Macho B’s body was divided into three parts; his skeleton, skull, and hide.  It is only 

a matter of time until his spirit is further disrespected and his parts are glued and wired 

together to be mounted for public display.  The collar that Macho B died for was 
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wrapped around another jaguar’s neck.  That young female died within ten days of her 

release on a project that involved McCain and other AZGFD employees in the Yucatan.  

Her death occurred two months after Macho B’s death and one month into the federal 

investigation of his snaring and death.      

     Drastic changes need to be made in wildlife conservation on individual, state and 

federal levels in Arizona so all species, including Panthera Onca, are treated with 

respect and compassion.  Until then, I hope the next jaguar that crosses the imaginary 

line into Arizona stays in the shadows to remain wild and human free.
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